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ACTIVE DOUBLE OR MULTI GATE 
MICRO-ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICE 

WITH BUILT-IN TRANSISTOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention concerns the ?eld of vibrating 
micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) and transistors, 
in particular the combination of both to improve the perfor 
mances of MEM resonators. 

PRIOR ART AND PRINCIPLE OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention exploits the combination of 
the ampli?cation, provided by the integration of a PET (or 
similar active device), With the signal modulation, provided 
by the MEM resonator, to build a MEM resonator With intrin 
sic signal gain (hereafter called active MEM resonator). 
Depending on the active MEM resonator dimensions and 
under certain bias conditions it is possible to selectively 
amplify an applied signal. 
[0003] The principle of such device operating in a Double 
Gate con?guration has been fully validated for the ?rst time 
by the inventors of the present application in a 2008 publica 
tion [1], Which is incorporated by reference in its entirety in 
the present application and is in total contrast With the device 
reported in previous publications [2-5] and the patent appli 
cation WO 2007/l35064[6], Where the gate of a transistor is 
vibrating, offering key advantages for the intrinsic signal 
gain, scaling of the device and a larger range of applications. 
More speci?cally, in this prior art publication, in all the con 
?gurations disclosed, each individual transistor is coupled to 
a single gate only. 
[0004] The current device is based on the Single Gate 
device published in 2007 [7], Which is incorporated by refer 
ence in its entirety in the present application, and the body of 
the transistor is the vibrant part. The present invention is 
hoWever clearly distinct as it uses tWo or more electrodes to 
modulate the current in one transistor. The advantages of this 
con?guration over the state of the art are a reduction of the 
number interconnections needed (simpli?cation of the fabri 
cation), an increase of the electrostatic control on the FET 
body region and an increase of the resulting current modula 
tion through. 
[0005] The increase of the electrostatic control on the tran 
sistorbody can be obtained by tWo or more gates placed in the 
same plane, increasing the number of active channels. Fur 
thermore, supplementary gates can be placed in parallel 
planes beloW and above, increasing the potential control on 
one or more channel by coupled action of some or all gates. 

[0006] Depending on the exact geometry, the type of tran 
sistor and its mode of operation, it can be more advantageous 
to operate the gates in a coupled voltage mode or With inde 
pendent voltages. 
[0007] In contrast to the state of the art, the present inven 
tion integrates the vertical transistor into the mode shape of 
the mechanical displacement. As a consequence and unlike 
the structure presented in WO 2007/135064 [6], a stress may 
be induced in the channel region of the transistor, Which 
modulates the conductivity of the channel (pieZoresistive 
effect). The effective mass and mobility of the carriers in the 
channel change With the stress, Which is a function of the 
vibration amplitude and as a consequence, the total current 
Ids in the transistor is modulated by a combination of the ?eld 
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effect (number of carriers in the channel) and the pieZoresis 
tive effect (mobility and mass of the carriers). The stress 
component(s) in the channel region may be uniaxial or biaxial 
(along or perpendicular) to the current How. 

[0008] Moreover, the number of interconnections in WO 
2007/135064 [6], is higher because each individual transistor 
is coupled to a single gate only and each has a source and a 
drain, all needing individual interconnections to the respec 
tive contact. The proposed invention reduces the number of 
contact lines by combining multiple channels into one tran 
sistor, thus simplifying the electrical interconnect schematic 
While maximizing the transistors current modulation capabil 
ity. 
[0009] The body of the transistor described in this invention 
can be surrounded by one or more stacked surface layers 
(7,7') to control the surface conduction in a similar Way to a 
solid-state-transistor. It is common to use a gate oxide at the 
channel surface to increase the performance of the transistor. 
A channel stack (7,7') can include dielectric materials to 
increase the electrostatic coupling (e.g. high-k materials, . . . 

) and conductive materials (metals, silicon, . . . ) to create a 
?oating gate further optimiZing the transistor. For some 
device structures vibrating at very small amplitudes (usually 
in the order of nm), the dielectric materials can completely 
close the air-gap, transforming the device into a vibrating 
transistor With solid-gap. 
[0010] Other layers in the channel stack (7,7') include sur 
face treatments for sensing applications. 
[0011] The present invention is not limited to resonators, 
but extends to resonant and non-resonant embodiments of 
transistor based motion detection using tWo or more gates as 
is useful in the ?eld of MEMS and NEMS sensors (Acceler 
ometers, gyroscopes, . . . ). Such a vibrating body transistor 
can be used in an open-loop or closed loop con?guration, 
beloW, at or above its mechanical resonance frequency. Appli 
cations of special interest include, but are not limited to hys 
teric sWitches With tWo or more gates or mechanical memo 
ries using a single transistor and tWo or more gates. 

[0012] We propose the extension of the vibrating FET prin 
ciple to any other tWo-terminal or multi-ter'minal gated 
device, Where the device body is suspended and vibrates, 
inducing the modulation of the output current such as: 

[0013] (i) tunnel FETs (gated pin junction) With vibrating 
bodyiin this case the varying electrostatic coupling, at 
resonance, modulates the tunneling barrier of a silicon. 
III-V, SiGe or heterostructure tunnel FET With suspended 
body operated as a reversed bias junction. A strong modu 
lation of the band-to-band (quantum-mechanical) tunnel 
ing current can be achieved When the Width of the tunneling 
barrier is modulated by varying ?eld and local strain result 
ing from the mechanical motion. The conduction mecha 
nism in such vibrating device is completely different from 
the one in a ?eld effect transistor and the sensitivity to the 
vibration amplitude is expected to be much higher. This 
device Will also offer better static poWer consumption com 
pared to a MOSFET and signal gain at voltages and cur 
rents much loWer than in any MOSFET transistor. Any 
tunnel FET can be also operated as gate junction in forWard 
mode and current modulation can be also expected. 

[0014] (ii) impact ioniZation FET With vibrating bodyiin 
an impact ioniZation MOSFET based on similarly sus 
pended structure Where the gate is partially overlapped on 
a p-i-n junction, operated With reversed bias, the vibration 
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of the device body Will locally change the electrical ?eld 
and/or the stress, Which Will modulate the impact ioniZa 
tion current. 

[0015] (iii) gated Zener diodes (gated p+n+ structures) With 
vibrating bodyiin a reversed biased gate Zener diode the 
vibrating body Will locally modulate the band-to-band 
device current, similarly to the description proposed by 
tunnel FETs. 

[0016] (iv) vibrating-dot or vibrating-nanoWire Single 
Electron Transistors (SETs)ihere We propose tWo con 
?guration of Single Electron Transistor active resonator 
Where the central dot or nanoWire is vibrating by the exci 
tation applied by the gate. In the vibrating dot con?gura 
tion, the central dot is anchored by tWo solid-state tunnel 
ing junctions to source and drain and excited via capacitive 
coupling through an airgap by one, tWo or more surround 
ing gates. In the SET nanoWire con?guration, the source 
and drain tunnel junction transparence (barrier height) can 
be modulated by the vibrating structure. Moreover, a sus 
pended channel FET can be transformed by vibrations With 
high amplitude, inducing local tunnel barriers, into a sus 
pended channel SET. 

[0017] In all these cases the vibrating structure is the device 
body made on a semiconductor material or made on a hero 
structure and tWo or more ?xed gates can be placed around the 
device body, being separated from it by air-gap or by solid 
gap insulators. 

[0018] The signal transmission parameters of such devices 
are Well beyond What is currently possible for conventional 
capacitively transduced passive MEM resonators [8-13], 
Where a change in the resonator to electrode spacing under a 
constant bias voltage generates a current in both the resonator 
and the electrode. This current depends on the geometry of the 
device and is usually rather loW. Especially the dependence 
on the electrode surface makes scaling of capacitive trans 
duced passive MEM resonators dif?cult Without strongly 
decreasing the signal transmission parameters. Depending on 
the active MEM resonator and the air gap dimensions, signal 
gain can be obtained for loW voltages (16 V demonstrated) 
When connected to a state of the art 509 RE circuits. LoW 
poWer consumption of the active MEM resonator is obtained 
under certain bias conditions (e.g.: sub-threshold operation, 
loW drain voltage) and couldbe of great interest for loW poWer 
applications. Further, the multi-gate con?guration alloWs to 
use the MEM resonator to broaden the tuning range of the 
signal gain and gives direct control of the output signal phase 
(0 and at, for positive/negative bias voltages; additionally the 
phase depends on the mode shape of the resonator). 
[0019] In one embodiment, an active MEM resonator With 
signal gain in an open loop con?guration is proposedbased on 
the gain provided by the integrated FET. This is interesting for 
channel selective ?ltering in RF communications, With loW 
signal levels. 
[0020] In another embodiment, a mixing ?ltering technique 
is proposed making use of either one (tWo tone signal (LO+ 
RF)) or multiple electrodes (single signal on every electrode, 
may include drain electrode) to generate the difference or sum 
of the tWo applied frequencies. The mechanical response of 
the resonator directly ?lters the IF signal. 
[0021] In one embodiment an oscillator is proposed based 
on the gain provided by the active MEM resonator. Conven 
tional oscillators use a dedicated ampli?er, to compensate for 
the loss in the resonator, to sustain the oscillation. For active 
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MEM resonators the gain provided by the external ampli?er 
is no longer needed, simplifying therefore the circuit design 
and reducing the cost. 
[0022] In a further embodiment, a resonant sensor is pro 
posed based on the active MEM resonator. The current modu 
lation of the active MEM resonator is offering a high robust 
ness to noise and the surface treatment and passivation (for 
example SiO2) of the active MEM resonator provides elec 
trical isolation and the possibility to add functionaliZation for 
bio-sensing applications, SiO2 surface passivation is a stan 
dard of PET technology and alloWs a thermal compensation 
of the silicon material properties. Surface functionaliZation is 
used for resonant sensors: the surface becomes sensitive to 
one speci?c particle, Which can then be detected. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a three dimensional vieW of a ?exural 
active MEM resonator. 
[0024] FIG. 2 a more detailed top vieW of a possible active 
MEM resonator. 
[0025] FIG. 3 a more detailed cross-section through the 
center of the active MEM resonator of FIG. 1. 
[0026] FIG. 4. A possible con?guration of an active beam 
resonator, expanding the number of channels (4 in this ?gure) 
and gates (3 in this ?gure). 
[0027] FIG. 5 A top vieW of a possible bulk mode active 
MEM resonator in a multi-gate con?guration (4 gates/4 chan 
nels). 
[0028] FIG. 6 A possible fabrication process 
[0029] FIG. 7 A SEM image of a fabricated active MEM 
resonator. 

[0030] FIG. 8 Experimental static characteristics of an 
active MEM resonator. 
[0031] FIG. 9 Experimental transmission scattering param 
eter of an active MEM resonator. 
[0032] FIG. 10 Experimental transmission scattering 
parameter of an active MEM resonator With drain voltage as 
parameter. 
[0033] FIG. 11 (a) Possible design ofan active MEM reso 
nator ?lter, the “inactive” MEMFET input terminal does not 
in?uence the drain current and an active MEMFET device 
used as output. (b) Lumped parameter representation in the 
mechanical domain of a simple ?lter function and (c) a sche 
matic of the tWo mode shapes the system. 
[0034] FIG. 12 (a) Possible spectrum of the mixer opera 
tion of VB-FET. (b) Mixer measurement con?guration: the 
signals applied to the gates are: VG1:RF+LO+VDC and 
VG2:RF+LO—VDC (to compensate for the phase differ 
ence) and the output spectrum measured on the drain. (c) 
Transfer spectrum around the resonance frequency by sWeep 
ing LO in a narroW range and memorizing the maximum 
output poWer at each frequency: black curve is an overlay of 
the full-span (40 MHZ) spectrum. 
[0035] FIG. 13 Possible setup for an oscillator circuit based 
on the active MEM resonator. An output buffer is draWn in 
FIG. 7 to drive the signal on the measurement instruments and 
is not needed for the oscillator operation. 
[0036] FIG. 14 Spectrum of an active MEM resonator 
based oscillator. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

l.Active MEM Resonator Device Structure 

[0037] A simpli?ed three dimensional draWing is shoWn in 
FIG. 1. The gate G1, G2 structures 1 and 1' are laterally placed 
and ?xed With respect to the substrate. 
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[0038] A source region 2, a drain region 3 and a loW doped 
body region 4 connecting the source and drain form the active 
MEM resonator. The channels 5, 5' are formed at the lateral 
interfaces of the body regions 2, 3 and 4. The active MEM 
resonator is connected by elastic means 6 to the substrate. 
Along the channel-to-air gap interface, a possible gate stack 7 
can be placed. If the drain and source have the same type of 
doping (e.g. n+ or p+), the structure operates a vibrating FET 
(enhancement or accumulation transistor: n+—p—n+, p+—n 
p+, n+—n—n+, p+—p. p+). 
[0039] If the drain and the source have opposite dopings 
and the central part is loW doped the structure transforms in a 
p-i-n junction and can be operated as vibrating tunnel FET 
(gate overlapped on the central body) or as a vibrating impact 
ioniZation MOS (gate partially overlapped on the central 
body and high reversed drain voltage applied). 
[0040] FIG. 2 is a detailed top vieW of the structure shoWn 
in FIG. 1, adding more details about the possible channel 
stack, Which may be placed on one or both sides of an air gap. 
One or a stack of material 7, 7' (eg dielectric like silicon 
dioxide or silicon nitride) is put at channel-to -air gap interface 
to improve the characteristics of the device at the channel 
side. Similarly a gate-to-air gap stack 8, 8' may be formed in 
the same process step, and maybe be made of the same mate 
rial, or include conductive material to improve the device 
characteristics. Further, it is possible to ?ll completely the air 
gap With material from 9 (and 8') and 7 (and 7') to de?ne a 
solid gap resonator. The material in the gap serves the purpose 
of electrical isolation and electrostatic coupling betWeen the 
gate and the channel. It is advantageous to use a material With 
a high dielectric constant to increase the electrostatic cou 
pling. A solid gap based MEM device may include the gap 
and the gate into its motion (intrinsic solid gap) or the solid 
gap represents a boundary for the motion (external solid gap). 
[0041] In the latter case, a strong acoustic impedance miss 
match decreases the amount of energy radiating from the 
channel into the gate region. 
[0042] FIG. 3 is a cross-section ofa possible active MEM 
resonator. The material deposited to improve the interfaces 7, 
7' can be deposited in a conformal or a non-conformal Way. 

[0043] The simple structure of FIG. 1 can be extended to a 
higher number of gates 1, 1', 1" and of channels 5, 5', 5", 5"', 
as illustrated in FIG. 4, to improve the signal gain by the 
means of elastic connections 9 of different stiffness, different 
coupling mode betWeen the channels of the active MEM 
resonator are possible. This is may be used to create different 
frequency characteristics (eg multi-peak ?lter or single peak 
resonator). 
[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 5 the active MEM resonator 
principle can be applied to bulk mode resonator With four 
gates 1', 1", 1"' four channels 5', 5", 5"' depending on the 
desired frequency range. 
[0045] Other con?gurations With more gates than illus 
trated are of course possible in the frame of the present inven 
tion. The detection principle can be applied to other resona 
tors using different types of movements, such as ?exural or 
torsional resonators 

[0046] FIG. 6 illustrates a possible fabrication process of 
the active MEM resonator. 
[0047] (step a) an etch mask is formed on top of the struc 
tural layer used to build resonator. 
[0048] (step b) The structures formed previously are etched 
into the structural layer. 
[0049] (step c) The etch mask is removed. 
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[0050] (step d) A mask for implantation is formed and 
different regions of the active MEM resonator are implanted 
to form the source, drain, gate and body regions of the device. 
[0051] (step e) The dopants are activated, the resonator is 
released by sacri?cial etching of the material beloW the reso 
nator and the gate stack is formed. 
[0052] (step f) The released structures are protected With a 
material during the folloWing step, 
[0053] (step g) the folloWing contact opening and metalli 
Zation steps. 
[0054] (step h) The active MEM resonator is released from 
the protection material. 
[0055] FIGS. 7(a) and (b) are SEM images of active MEM 
resonators. The one illustrated in FIG. 7(b) is Working at a 
frequency of 71 MHZ With four independent gates controlling 
the inversion charge in the four channels placed on the four 
lateral sides. The center of the resonator acts a PET body and 
can be either ?oating (as seen in FIG. 7) or connected to 
through one or several anchors to an external voltage source. 

2. Active MEM Resonator Characteristics 

[0056] In FIG. 8 the static characteristics measured on an 
active MEM resonator are depicted. The IDVD curve 
resembles similar curve obtained from conventional CMOS 
circuits, While the inset shoWs the I DVG characteristics of the 
same device. The mechanical pull-in and pull-out is clearly 
visible. 
[0057] A frequency response of an active MEM resonator 
With a signal gain of approx. +3 dB on a 509 input is shoWn 
in FIG. 9. As for similar conventional MEM resonator, the 
frequency is function of the applied voltages, in case of the 
active MEM resonator all gate and drain voltages in?uence 
the resonance frequency. FIG. 10 shoWs several frequency 
characteristics of an active MEM resonator for different drain 
voltages. 
[0058] The presence of gain in the current invention is of 
importance and alloWs several neW architectures and appli 
cations. Possible architectures include active ?lers (FIG. 11), 
Where the ?ltering and the ampli?cation is achieved With a 
single device, active mechanical mixer-?lters, Which include 
three functionalities (mixing, ?ltering and ampli?cation) in 
one device (FIG. 12) and novel oscillator architectures (FIGS. 
13 and 14) Without the needed for a separate feed-back ampli 
?er. The folloWing architectures (Filter, Mixer-?lter, Oscilla 
tor) even though greatly bene?ting from the gain, can also be 
realiZed in a more traditional Way using the vibrating body 
transistor as a highly sensitive device Without gain. 

3. Filter Architectures 

[0059] A possible layout of tuning fork ?lter based on an 
active MEM resonator is shoWn in FIG. 11(a). In the given 
example the signal is applied on Gate1, Which is “inactive”, 
that means it does not contribute to the output current. Such an 
active ?lter can be represented by multiple springs and 
masses, see FIG. 11(b). FIG. 11(c) is a schematic represen 
tation of the mode shapes the systems can assume. The active 
MEMFET is amplifying the input signal in the pass-band of 
the ?lter transfer function. 
[0060] The active MEM resonator ?lter comprises at least a 
resonator With a mechanical ?lter comprising coupled and/or 
uncoupled active MEM resonators placed in a topology to 
create the desired ?lter shape and input/output impedance, 
achieving signal ampli?cation in the structure. The combina 
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tion of active and inactive vibrating body FETs increase the 
design ?exibility and are important to achieve a given mode 
shape in the output current. 

4. Mixer Architectures 

[0061] The spectrum of an active MEM resonator used as 
mixer-?lter is shoWn in FIG. 12(a). The setup used for the 
measurement is shoWn in FIG. 12(b), Where both signals to be 
mixed (L0 and RF) are applied on both gate electrodes. The 
bias voltage on one of the electrodes is negative, to account 
for the phase difference betWeen the tWo channels. 
[0062] FIG. 12(c) is the ?lter transfer function of the active 
MEM resonator mixer, memorizing the maximum output at 
each frequency When sWeeping L0 in a narroW range. The 
black curve is an overlay of a part of the 40 MHZ spectrum of 
FIG. 12(a). 
[0063] In the active MEM resonator mixer-?lter con?gura 
tion, the ?lter envelope is given by the mechanical design of 
the active MEM resonator and can be of higher order, com 
pared to the resonator. The mixing occurs When the difference 
of the tWo signals (RF and L0) to be mixed corresponds to the 
resonance frequency (IF) of the resonator. The frequency IF 
can be generated With different con?gurations: 
[0064] (i) RF and LO on the same gate(s), 
[0065] (ii) RF on the gate(s), LO on the vibrating body, 
[0066] (iii) RF and LO on separate gates, 
[0067] making use of surface potential in small vibrating 
body transistor. 

5. Oscillator Architectures 

[0068] Depending on the exact realiZation of the active 
MEM resonator, different circuits for an oscillator Without 
external ampli?er are possible. FIG. 13 shoWs such a device, 
Were the ac signal generated in the drain current is converted 
into a voltage signal and feed back to the gate. 
[0069] FIG. 14 the frequency spectrum of such an active 
MEM resonator based oscillator Without external ampli?er is 
shoWn in FIG. 13. 
[0070] In an active MEM resonator oscillator, the oscillator 
circuit loop includes an ampli?cation and/ or amplitude con 
trol circuit, Where the circuit may serve different purposes, 
such as a reducing the start-up time of the oscillator, limiting 
the amplitude of the oscillator and/or ampli?cation of the 
signal to sustain the oscillation. 
[0071] In one embodiment, the oscillator circuit loop may 
not include an ampli?cation and/or amplitude control circuit 
in the signal loop, such that the gain of the active MEM 
resonator sustains the oscillations. The layout is chosen such 
that the current signal is converted on a passive element such 
as the input impedance of the active MEM resonator in a 
voltage signal and applied on the gate of the active resonator. 
[0072] In another embodiment, no loop is needed to sustain 
the oscillation, such that under speci?c bias conditions, the 
device starts to self-oscillate Without an external excitation, a 
sustaining ampli?er or a loop connection. Such self-oscilla 
tion occurs in Vibrating Body FETs With gain and is a simple 
layout for an oscillator based on an active MEM resonator. 

6. Sensor Architectures 

[0073] Mass-sensing is given as an example of a resonant 
sensor based on a active MEM resonator. Due to the current 
based read-out robust signal processing is possible. The mass 
sensing can be done With a functionaliZation layer (FIG. 3, 7') 
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to directly in?uence the key parameters of the active MEM 
resonator. The quantity to be analyZed can be frequency, Q, 
signal gain or a combination of all relevant parameters. 
[0074] The physical quantity to be sensed can be of differ 
ent origin (e.g. temperature pressure, acceleration and mass), 
When its in?uence on the active resonator resonance fre 
quency or quality factor is knoWn. The internal ampli?cation 
provides a current based signal, Which is robust to noise and 
other perturbations Whereby the interfacing With integrated 
silicon circuits Would be much easier in current detection than 
in capacitive detection. The surface passivation as described 
above is important for electrical isolation and bio-sensing 
applications. 
[0075] As mentioned previously, SiO2 surface passivation 
is a standard of FET technology and Was the key for the 
CMOS technology. It is necessary and additionally alloWs at 
the thermal compensation of the silicon material properties. 
[0076] Surface functionaliZation is used for resonant sen 
sors: in this case, the surface becomes sensitive to one speci?c 
particle, Which can then be detected. 
[0077] The sensing of chemicals (molecules in gas or liq 
uids) implies preferably a surface treatment, to ensure a mol 
ecule speci?c detection. Sensing of physical quantities does 
not need a modi?cation of the device (temperature pressure, 
acceleration and mass), but the design can be optimiZed for 
the given quantity to be measured. 
[0078] Of course, all the examples given above should be 
regarded as illustrative and not construed in a limiting fash 
ion. The present invention may be applied to active devices 
With and Without the presence of gain. Also equivalent con 
structions may be envisaged in the frame of the present inven 
tion. 
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1. An active micro-electro-mechanical resonator compris 

ing a vibrating body transistor With a source (2), a drain (3) 
and a loW doped body region (4) connecting the source and 
the drain, and at least tWo ?xed gates (1,1',1"), Wherein the 
transistor cooperates With each gate. 

2. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein independent 
channels are formed in the transistor by multiple gates and 
Wherein the gates act on each channel individually or in a 
coupled mode. 

3. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the current 
modulation in the transistor results from a combination of the 
pieZoresistive effect and the ?eld effect. 

4. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein one or more 
gate(s) (is) are in the same plane as the transistor. 

5. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Where one or more 
gate(s) is (are) in a plane parallel to the plane transistor 
containing the transistor. 

6. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the body 
transistor comprises a channel stack (7,7'). 

7. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the gates 
comprise a gate stack (8,8'), 

8. A resonator as de?ned in claim 6, Wherein the stacks are 
made of dielectric like silicon dioxide or silicon nitride. 

9. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the vibrating 
body is ?xed through elastic connections (6,6',9) of different 
stiffnesses to alloW different coupling modes and create dif 
ferent frequency characteristics. 

10.A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the transistor 
Working principle is not limited to the ?eld effect, but can be 
based on a different concept, such as (i) tunnel FETs, (ii) 
impact ioniZation MOS (With a gate partial overlap on the 
channel of gated p-i-n diode), (iii) gated Zener diodes (gated 
p+n+ structures) or (iv) vibrating-dot or vibrating-nanoWire 
Single Electron Transistor. 
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11. A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the move 
ment is perpendicular With respect to the plane containing the 
resonator. 

12. The resonator of claim 1, Wherein the gates and the 
body transistor are made of single crystalline silicon or other 
semiconductor materials, such as poly-silicon. 

13 . A resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein it has under 
gone a surface treatment for passivation, temperature com 
pensation or functionaliZation to enable a use in different 
operation conditions. 

14. A resonator as de?ned in claim 13 Wherein the surface 
treatment is thermal oxidation to compensate surface charges. 

15. An active MEM resonator ?lter comprising at least a 
resonator as de?ned in claim 1, With a mechanical ?lter com 
prising coupled and/or uncoupled active MEM resonators 
placed in a topology to create the desired ?lter shape and 
input/output impedance, achieving signal ampli?cation in the 
structure Wherein the combination of active and inactive 
vibrating body FETs increase the design ?exibility and are 
important to achieve a given mode shape in the output current. 

16. An active MEM resonator mixer-?lter comprising at 
least a resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the ?lter 
envelope is given by the mechanical design of the active 
MEM resonator and can be of higher order, compared to the 
resonator, Wherein the mixing occurs When the difference of 
the tWo signals (RF and L0) to be mixed corresponds to the 
resonance frequency (IF) of the resonator Wherein the fre 
quency IF can be generated With different con?gurations: (i) 
RF and LO on the same gate(s), (ii) RF on the gate(s), LO on 
the vibrating body, (iii) RF and LO on separate gates, making 
use of surface potential in small vibrating body transistor. 

17. An active MEM resonator oscillator comprising at least 
a resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Where the oscillator circuit 
loop includes an ampli?cation and/or amplitude control cir 
cuit, Wherein the circuit may serve different purposes, such as 
a reducing the start-up time of the oscillator, limiting the 
amplitude of the oscillator and/ or ampli?cation of the signal 
to sustain the oscillation. 

18.An active MEM resonator oscillator comprising at least 
a resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Where the oscillator circuit 
loop does not include an ampli?cation and/ or amplitude con 
trol circuit in the signal loop, Wherein the gain of the active 
MEM resonator sustains the oscillations; Wherein the layout 
is chosen such that the current signal is converted on a passive 
element such as the input impedance of the active MEM 
resonator in a voltage signal and applied on the gate of the 
active resonator. 

19.An active MEM resonator oscillator comprising at least 
a resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Where no loop is needed to 
sustain the oscillation, Wherein under speci?c bias condi 
tions, the device starts to self-oscillate Without an external 
excitation, a sustaining ampli?er or a loop connection. 

20. An active MEM resonator sensor comprising at least a 
resonator as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the physical quantity 
to be sensed can be of different origin (e.g. temperature pres 
sure, acceleration and mass), Wherein its in?uence on the 
active resonator resonance frequency or quality factor is 
knoWn, Wherein the internal ampli?cation provides a current 
based signal, Which is robust to noise and other perturbations. 

* * * * * 


